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ABSTRACT
Objective To determine the extent to which athletics coaches can identify evidence of an eating disorder in track athletes and what treatment advice they would provide.

Methods Vignettes depicting athletes portraying symptoms consistent with anorexia nervosa (AN) and bulimia nervosa (BN) were developed and used to survey 185 UK and Irish athletics coaches (and a community sample of 105 non-coaches) regarding their ability to recognise and respond to symptoms of an eating disorder.

Results Coaches were no more likely than the community sample to correctly identify an eating disorder but were more likely to suggest professional treatment for an athlete experiencing symptoms of AN (OR 1.82, 95% CI 1.02 to 3.29). For both eating disorders, higher levels of mental health literacy (AN: OR 1.06, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.11, BN: OR 1.08, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.14) and more years of coaching experience (AN: OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.24, BN: OR 1.07, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.16) also increased the likelihood of suggesting professional help. When considering the whole sample, participants were more likely to correctly identify an eating disorder (OR 4.67, 95% CI 2.66 to 8.20) and suggest professional treatment for AN than BN (OR 1.26, CI 1.04 to 2.97). Further, symptoms of AN were more likely to be correctly identified in female than male athletes (OR 2.26, 95% CI 1.28 to 4.06).

Conclusions Although coaches were more likely than community members to recommend professional treatment to an athlete exhibiting symptoms of an eating disorder, they were no more likely to correctly identify an eating disorder in the first instance. Further work is required to enhance coaches’ capacity to identify symptoms of eating disorders to ensure athletes receive appropriate interventions.

INTRODUCTION
Athletes participating in sports where lean-ness confers a competitive advantage (eg, track and field events) have an elevated risk of unhealthy dietary behaviours.1 Symptoms of such behaviour lie on a continuum ranging from disordered eating (DE; dysfunctional dietary behaviours such as fasting or binge eating) to diagnosable clinical eating disorders (ED; symptomology that meets diagnostic criteria).1–4 Combined with overtraining, these behaviours are key contributors to Relative Energy Deficiency in Sport (RED-S), a clinical syndrome which can lead to severe long-term health consequences.5–7 A recent review estimates that the prevalence of low energy availability, a core component of RED-S, ranges from 22% to 58% across various sports domains, including elite athletics.8 Combatting this issue requires individuals to be able to distinguish symptoms of DE/ED from behaviour that is conducive to peak performance (eg, unhealthy vs healthy dietary restrictions).9–11 There is broad consensus that coaches, given their proximity to athletes and their

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ Track and field athletes have an elevated risk of engaging in disordered eating (DE) and of developing an eating disorder (ED).
⇒ Athletics coaches are uniquely positioned to identify unhealthy dietary behaviour in athletes. However, little is known about their capacity to do so.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ Coaches were no more likely than non-coaches to correctly identify an ED in a fictional athlete.
⇒ Coaches were more likely than non-coaches to recommend professional treatment for a fictional athlete experiencing symptoms of anorexia nervosa.
⇒ Mental health literacy (MHL) and years of coaching experience were key predictors of coaches recommending professional treatment for athletes exhibiting signs of DE/ED.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
⇒ MHL programmes focusing on DE/ED in athletics should be embedded in national and international coaching qualification frameworks.
⇒ Education and intervention efforts should emphasise that male athletes are also at risk of developing DE/ED, and that irrespective of an athlete’s gender, coaches have a duty of care to identify DE/ED problems in the athletics context.
awareness of sport-specific demands (e.g., performance pressure, training loads), are uniquely positioned to respond when an athlete is suspected of having problems associated with DE/ED. However, as much as coaches may perform an integral role in an athlete’s sporting life, the potential for early and effective intervention rests on two broad requirements: (1) an ability to recognize problematic behaviour associated with DE/ED in the athletics environment and (2) the knowledge to recommend treatment from a qualified professional. Here, we sought to provide empirical insight into the extent to which athletics coaches can identify DE/ED in track athletes, what assistance they would provide, and whether these responses differ from non-coaches. We focused on symptomology related to the two most prominent EDs: anorexia nervosa (AN) and bulimia nervosa (BN), and associated symptoms of RED-S.

We examined attributes of the coaches themselves, including coaching experience, coaching workload and mental health literacy (MHL) and how these impacted recognition and response to symptoms of DE/ED. It has been suggested that improving the MHL of coaches could be one means of facilitating early intervention for DE/ED-related problems experienced by athletes. As commendable as this recommendation is, presently there is limited empirical data available regarding levels of MHL held by athletics coaches and how this impacts their capacity to recognize and respond to problematic behaviour.

We also systematically varied the gender of the athlete depicted as experiencing symptoms of DE/ED. Gender stereotypes impact the recognition of DE/ED and RED-S, whereby male athletes are typically underdiagnosed compared with their female counterparts. This approach allowed us to evaluate whether athletics coaches can recognize symptoms of AN (RED-S) and BN (RED-S) and what treatment advice they would provide, together with consideration of key coach-specific (e.g., years of experience) and contextual (e.g., athlete gender) factors.

METHODS

Study design

This study employed a vignette methodology to survey a sample of UK and Irish athletics coaches and a comparison non-coach community sample, regarding their ability to recognize and respond to symptoms of EDs (AN, BN) and RED-S presented in an athletics context. As no data were collected that enabled the identification of individuals, completion of the survey was taken as consent to participate.

Vignette development

We adapted previously published vignettes that portrayed symptoms consistent with DSM-5 criteria for AN and BN to reflect behaviour relevant to an athletics context (see online supplemental materials). All vignettes mentioned that the athlete maintained a high training load while restricting their eating and felt pain in their foot (representing an undiagnosed bone injury), both prominent symptoms of RED-S. The gender of the athlete depicted was varied by changing their name and personal pronouns. Further, in the AN vignette, it was stated that the female athlete had not menstruated for almost 6 months, while for the male athlete, this was replaced with a statement indicating that they often picked up minor illnesses.

Mental health literacy

MHL was assessed using the 35-item MHL Scale (MHLS). Four questions were adapted slightly (in general replaced ‘in Australia’ (Qs 9 and 10), and the label ‘doctor’ was added next to the abbreviated form general practitioner (GP) (Qs 18 and 19)) to improve relevance and clarity.

The MHLS has strong psychometric properties (internal reliability α=0.87; test–retest reliability r=0.80), successfully distinguishes groups with known differences in MHL (e.g., mental health professionals vs community members), and meets the COSMIN criteria used for benchmarking the methodological quality of health measurement tools. Wei et al conducted a systematic review of tools measuring MHL and found that the MHLS performed highly favourably compared with other MHL measurement tools. The scale ranges from 35 to 160, with higher scores reflecting better MHL.

Participant selection

This study included a sample of athletics coaches and a community sample of individuals who were not involved in athletics coaching. To recruit the coach sample, three organisations (Scottish Athletics, Sport Ireland Coaching and Aberdeen Amateur Athletics Club) were asked to circulate an invitation to participate in the research to their coaching members. Inclusion criteria for coaches comprised being 18 years of age or over and holding a recognised coaching qualification from either the Irish or UK Coach Education pathways. The non-coach sample was recruited by students enrolled in an undergraduate research methods course at the University of Aberdeen (UK) who circulated invitations to participate to friends and family. Only participants 18 years of age or over who had no coaching background were eligible to be part of this sample. Interested participants were directed to an online survey (hosted on surveyhero.com). The survey remained available to participants for 6 weeks after initial invitations were circulated.

Procedure

Participants were initially asked to report their age and gender. In addition, the coach sample was asked to report a number of coach-specific factors, namely their highest athletics coaching qualification, the average number of coaching sessions per week, years of coaching experience, and whether they coached on a paid or voluntary basis. The non-coach sample was asked to indicate if they

had any previous experience coaching athletics. Next, participants read the first vignette and responded to two open-ended questions: (Q1) Please use as few words as possible to identify what problem(s), if any, [athlete’s name] is experiencing; (Q2) Imagine that [athlete’s name] is an athlete that you coach. How would you help or advise her/him? For the second question, the non-coach sample was asked to imagine the character depicted was their friend. The gender of the athlete depicted in the vignette was counterbalanced across disorder types, and vignette order (AN or BN first) was counterbalanced across participants. After reading and responding to both vignettes, participants completed the MHLS and were debriefed on the purpose of the research.

Coding
Responses to the open-ended questions were coded according to a priori established categories. For the first question (problem identification), we collated the number of participants who mentioned: (A) an ED in general (ie, GED); (B) the specific ED in question (ie, SED); and (C) RED-S. For the second question (treatment advice), we collated the number of participants who suggested the athlete seek relevant professional advice (ie, GP or doctor, psychologist, psychiatrist, nutritionist or dietician). All responses were first independently coded by two trained coders (from a team of 4), who then discussed and resolved any differences in coding (<10% across the sample) until they reached full agreement.

Patient and public involvement
The vignettes were adapted to present information relevant to an athletics context by a national-level track and field athlete. Our findings will be disseminated to Scottish Athletics and Sport Ireland Coaching to raise further awareness regarding athlete well-being and EDs.

Statistical analysis
Data analysis was performed using mixed-effects logistic regression models (nested by participant). ORs were estimated for each predictor in all models. All data were estimated using R v.3.6.131 using the lme4 software package v.1.2.2132 and the lmerTest software package v.3.0.1.33 df and p values for the models were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation from the lmerTest package. All raw data and R code for analysis are available via the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/p4ftz/).34

RESULTS
For the coach sample, 293 participants started the survey. We excluded 108 participants who did not respond to either vignette, resulting in a final sample of 185 participants. Where coaches only responded to one of the vignettes (8 did not respond to the AN vignette and 25 did not respond to the BN vignette), we retained their data. For the non-coach sample, 120 participants started the survey. We excluded 13 individuals who reported coaching experience and 2 who did not respond to either vignette, resulting in a final sample of 105 participants. Consistent with the coach sample, we retained data from the non-coach participants who only responded to one vignette (one did not respond to the AN vignette and one to the BN vignette). Demographic statistics for each group are displayed in table 1.

Table 1  Demographics for the coach and non-coach samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coach (n=185)</th>
<th>Non-coach (n=105)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>46.12 years</td>
<td>24.27 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>11.99 years</td>
<td>7.62 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>18–77 years</td>
<td>18–55 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>99 (53.5%)</td>
<td>36 (34.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>84 (45.4%)</td>
<td>68 (64.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1 (&lt;1%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MHL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>131.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>99–151</td>
<td>104–154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*MHL did not differ between the coach and non-coach samples, t(233)=1.51, p=0.13, d=0.20.
MHL, mental health literacy.

*Problem identification*
Initially, we considered the frequency with which all participants (ie, both coaches and non-coaches) identified relevant problems as a function of vignette type. For the AN vignette, 184 (65%) participants identified an ED, 105 of whom identified anorexia specifically, while 7 participants also identified RED-S. For the BN vignette, 120 (45%) participants identified an ED, of which 32 identified bulimia and 2 RED-S. Participants were significantly more likely to identify an ED in the AN (cf. BN) vignette (B=1.54, SE=0.29, z=5.38, p<0.001, OR=4.67, 95% CI=2.66 to 8.20) as well as to name the specific disorder (B=1.65, SE=0.26, z=6.23, p<0.001, OR=5.21, 95% CI=3.10 to 8.75).

Next, we examined the predictors of correct problem identification for each vignette separately (figure 1). For the AN vignette, identification of a GED increased if the athlete was depicted as female (OR=2.26) or if the participant was female (OR=1.95). Participants were also more likely to correctly identify the SED as anorexia when the athlete was female (OR=1.92). For the BN vignette, only female participants were more likely to correctly identify a GED (OR=1.82), although both coaches (OR=2.62) and female participants (OR=3.76) were more likely to indicate that the athlete had bulimia specifically (SED).
Problem identification: coach-specific factors

When considering the influence of coach-specific factors (figure 2), we found no significant predictors of correct problem identification for the AN vignette. Higher MHL scores were associated with correct identification of both a GED (OR=1.05) and the SED (OR=1.06) for the BN vignette. Coach-specific demographic factors yielded a similar pattern of results to the full sample (see online supplemental analysis).

Figure 1  Logistic regression and OR values for the identification of GED and SED. AN, anorexia nervosa; BN, bulimia nervosa; GED, ED in general; MHL, mental health literacy; SED, specific eating disorder.

Figure 2  Logistic regression and OR values for the identification of GED and SED in the coach sample. AN, anorexia nervosa; BN, bulimia nervosa; GED, ED in general; MHL, mental health literacy; SED, specific eating disorder.
In terms of the advice given to the athlete, participants were more likely to suggest the athlete seek professional help after reading the AN (63%) than the BN (56%) vignette ($B=0.56$, $SE=0.27$, $z=2.11$, $p=0.03$, OR=$1.76$, 95% CI=1.04 to 2.97).

We then examined the factors that predicted whether participants suggested professional help for each vignette separately (figure 3). For the AN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was associated with being a coach (OR=$1.82$), correct identification of a GED (OR=$2.49$), and higher MHL scores (OR=$1.04$). Similarly, for the BN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was associated with the correct identification of a GED (OR=$2.76$) and an increased MHL score (OR=$1.04$). The use of SED as a predictor yielded a similar pattern of results (see online supplemental analysis).

**Treatment advice: coach-specific factors**

Finally, we considered the influence of the coach-specific factors on the advice given to the athlete (figure 4). For the AN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was significantly associated with the number of years spent coaching (OR=$1.12$) and higher MHL scores (OR=$1.06$). In the BN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was also associated with the number of years spent coaching (OR=$1.07$) and higher MHL scores (OR=$1.08$).

**DISCUSSION**

This research aimed to identify whether coaches (cf. non-coaches) could recognise symptoms of AN (+RED-S) and BN (+RED-S) when depicted in an athletics context and whether they provided appropriate treatment advice. We also sought to identify coach-specific factors associated with the correct identification of an ED and the provision of appropriate advice.

**Coach factors**

Overall, the coaches we surveyed were no more likely to identify symptoms of AN or BN as reflecting an ED than the non-coach sample. One exception stood out in the AN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was significantly associated with the number of years spent coaching (OR=$1.12$) and higher MHL scores (OR=$1.06$). In the BN vignette, suggesting professional treatment was also associated with the number of years spent coaching (OR=$1.07$) and higher MHL scores (OR=$1.08$).
in that where we considered the likelihood of naming BN correctly, coaches did exhibit higher identification rates. Further, although very few participants correctly identified RED-S (seven for the AN vignette, two for the BN vignette), these participants were exclusively from the coach sample.

Coaches were, however, significantly more likely to recommend professional treatment for an athlete exhibiting symptoms of AN (with a consistent but non-significant pattern for BN) than non-coaches. Underpinning these findings, coaches with more experience and better MHL were more likely to suggest appropriate treatment options. Crucially, participants who correctly identified that the athlete was experiencing symptoms of an ED (ie, GED correct) were also more likely to suggest professional treatment regardless of disorder type.

Considered in the context of athletics environments, these findings shed light on how coaches can be better positioned to respond to symptoms of DE/ED among athletes. On one hand, the link between higher MHL and suitable treatment advice suggests that work to improve MHL among coaches will enhance the likelihood that athletes experiencing DE/ED will receive professional treatment. Of concern, however, the present data also indicate that increasing MHL is unlikely to impact initial problem identification, another important predictor of recommending professional treatment. While the factors underlying the lack of relationship between MHL and problem identification are currently unknown, it is possible that the MHLS is not sufficiently sensitive to variation in knowledge of DE/ED to provide a useful predictor in this context. Thus, in support of wider calls to improve education and MHL within the athletics domain, we recommend that an emphasis be placed on DE/ED and RED-S literacy. If implemented at the early stages of coach education programmes, this strategy may also mitigate the influence of coaching experience by equipping novice coaches with the knowledge to recognise DE/ED among athletes.

Additional findings

Consistent with the prevailing literature, symptoms relating to AN were more likely to be identified as an ED and were also associated with a greater likelihood of receiving advice to seek professional treatment when compared with BN. Furthermore, the likelihood of successful identification of an ED was higher in the AN vignette when the athlete was presented as female. This reflects previous findings that EDs are more likely to be associated with females showing symptoms of AN. We caution against accommodating the gender stereotype that simultaneously circumscribes and characterises EDs to females exhibiting symptoms of AN. Recent research shows that the prevalence of DE/ED in male athletes is increasing, that male athletes with DE/ED represent an under-researched area, and male athletes may be particularly averse to seeking help through fear of stigmatisation. Indeed, the broadening of concept and change in acronym from Female Athlete Triad to RED-S was largely motivated by the recognition that male athletes also experienced negative health issues associated with DE/ED. As such, further work to decrease gender stereotyping and draw attention to issues related to male athletes with DE/ED is likely to enhance the experience of all athletes.

Limitations

Some caution is warranted when extrapolating beyond the current results. Our coach sample was drawn from members of athletics organisations in the UK and Ireland. The results, therefore, may be limited in their generalisability beyond these regions, particularly if athletics organisations elsewhere provide different training opportunities for their coaches. Moreover, the representativeness of the coach sample could not be estimated as information regarding the total number of eligible coaches was not available.

Two limitations associated with the survey methodology we employed also merit consideration. First, the data were obtained from self-selected samples. Second, coaches were invited to participate by the athletics organisations of which they were members. To this end, we suggest that if present in the current sample, these forms of selection bias would likely result in an elevated level of MHL (eg, knowledge and interest in the topic, or commitment to the organisation, may have led to an increased motivation to participate). Consistent with this claim, when compared with community-based norms, the current sample (M=127.38, SD=12.63) had a higher level of MHL (p<0.001). Future research should, therefore, look to replicate and extend this work with a focus on establishing the representativeness of the sample.

We also note some minor differences between the coach and non-coach samples. There were discrepancies in the demographic profile of the respective samples with respect to age and gender. However, it is important to note that these groups did not differ in terms of MHL. Furthermore, completion rates differed between coaches (63.1%) and non-coaches (87.5%). Although it is unclear why the samples differed in this respect, informal feedback suggested that at least one coach chose not to complete the survey as they felt that conducting this research implied that coaches should have a certain level of requisite knowledge regarding DE/ED. They did not agree with this position. While this misapprehension is regrettable, we feel it also highlights a potential barrier to the progress of efforts to decrease the risk of DE/ED within the athletics community. EDs constitute a significant concern in the sporting environment and continue to be recognised as one of the most common psychiatric pathologies experienced by elite athletes. The responsibility of coaches to help address this concern should not be dismissed.
Conclusion

This study demonstrated that coaches with more years of experience and higher MHL were more likely to recommend professional treatment for a fictional athlete exhibiting symptoms of an ED. Yet, despite correct identification of an ED acting as a key predictor for suggesting professional treatment, coaches did not exhibit a greater likelihood of correct disorder identification than the community sample of non-coaches. On this basis, we recommend that increased emphasis be placed on early and specific education of athletics coaches regarding identifying symptoms of DE/ED and RED-S. Increasing the frequency with which DE/ED is identified will also enhance the likelihood of appropriate intervention and successful treatment.
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